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1. 
The concept of residual finiteness i familiar and important in combinatorial 
group theory; see, for example, (41 or [S). Recall that a group G is residuahy finite 
if for every XE G, x# 1, there xists afinite group r and a homomorphism # : G -V 
such that #x# 1. 
Sullivan’s introduction of a ‘profinite completion’ process into homotopy theory 
([lo]; see also [I]) suggests strongly that there ought o be a corresponding concept 
of residual finiteness in ‘the homotopy category’. (Throughout this paper, we work 
exclusively inthe pointed homotopy category 3Ea of path-connected GW-spaces. For 
any two objects A, B of 3E4. we write the morphism set, as usual, as [A, B].) This 
paper represents a first step (aside from [HI]) in developing such a concept and 
features as its main results homotopy-theoretic analogs of the ‘two remarkable 
properties of finitely generated residually finite groups’ described in [5; pp. 
414-4151, due respectively to A.I. Mal’cev (1940) and G. Baums!ag (1963). 
In order to define the notion of residually finite space (we actually give two, 
possibly inequivalent, notions), we must first provide the homotopy-theoretic 
analog of ‘finite group’. We say that a space F is (hotilotopicdly) jkite if the 
homotopy groups n,F, n 2 1, are finite groups; if, in addition, there exists N such 
that R,F= 0, n > N, we say that F is (homotopically) total/y jkd’e. 
efinStion 1. The space X is residually finite (sometimes abbrevia.ted rf) if for any 
finite CW-complex FV and any pair of elements cr, /I E [ W, X], QI Y@‘, there exists a 
totally finite space 2 and a map f: X*2 such that f*a#f&. 
The space X is weakfy residually finite (sometimes abbrevi.ated wrf) if the 
condition just stated holds in the special case where #J= 0, the trivial element. 
Recall [2; p. 831 that a map m : A *B is an F-monomorphism (weak IF-mono- 
hism) if for ah finite C -complexes W, the induced m+ : [ W, A]-*[ Wb B] is 8 
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monomorphism (weak monomorphism, that is, P&(O) = 0). Definition 1 may then 
be reformulated as follows. 
Definition 1 ‘. The space X is residuullyjmite (weakly residuullyfinite) if there exists 
an If-monornorphism (weak ff-monomorphism) : X+ Y with Y a Cartesian 
product of totally finite spaces. 
If W is a cogrouplike space, for instance asuspension, then the two conditions 
in Definition 1 (or Definition 1’) are, of course, equivalent. In general, they may 
differ; indeed, even if X is an H-space, it is not clear that the notions of residual 
finiteness and weak residual finiteness agree since it is not postulated in that case 
that Z be an H-space and f: X+2 an H-map. 
The author cannot say with confidence which of the two notions is *better’. For 
the two principal results of this paper (Theorems 2 and 3 below), the first holds 
under the assumption of weak residual finiteness while the second seems to require 
the assumption of residual finiteness. 
The stipulation of Definition 1 that )Y be a finite CWcomplex is important. If
W is taken to be arbitrary or even finite-dimensional, the resulting notions of 
residual finiteness and weak residual finiteness are rendered almost totally 
uninteresting; see Section 4. 
Residual finiteness and weak residual finiteness behave well with respect to certain 
standard constructions in homotopy theory. The following simple proposition sum- 
marizes what is known in this direction. 
Proposition 1. (a) If (XA}, A E A, is a family of rf (wrf) spaces, then the Cartesian 
product II&A XA is again rf (wrf ). 
(b) If X is rf (wrf) and V is a finite CW-complex, then the path-component of 
0 of the pointed mapping space Xv is again rf (wrf ). 
(c) If X is rf (wrf) and m : Y-+X is an IF-monomorphism (weak F-monomor- 
phism), then Y is rf (wrf ). 
It is plain that if X is rf, or even wrf, then n, X is a rf group. Specializing V, in 
Proposition l(b), to be a sphere, we obtain more generally: 
Corollary 1. If X is wrf, then the homotopy groups z,,X, n 2 1, are rf groups. 
A very weak converse of Corollary 1, whose proof is deferred to Section 4, is 
given by 
topositio~ 2. If G is a rf group, abelian if n L 2, then the Eilenberg-Maclane space 
K(G, n) is rf. 
Proposition l(a) has an evident group-theoretic analog. The known behavior of 
residual finiteness in the category of groups with respect to the formation of free 
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products [4] suggests he following questiorr, which we formulate in its simplest 
form. 
If X and x’ are rf (wrf), is then the wedge XVX’ rf (wrf)? 
A special case of Proposition l(c) arises when m : Y-+X is a covering map; 
indeed, in that case, m is actually a monomorphism rather than merely an ff-mono- 
morphism. The group-theoretic analog of this special case asserts that subgroups of
rf groups are themselves rf. Now if H is a subgroup of finite index of a group G 
and if H is rf, then it is easy to show that G is rf. This, in turn, suggests he follow- 
ing question. 
Question 2. If g : x+X is a finite-sheeted covering map and X is rf (wrf), is X then 
rf (wrf)? 
Some comments on Question 2are given in Section 3. 
To obtain an abundant supply of rf spaces, we may appeal to the work of Sullivan 
WI . 
Theoreau 1. (a) If 2 is the profinite completion of a space X, then 2 is rfi the same 
is true for the P-profinite completion & where P is a nonempty family of primes. 
(b) If X is a nilpotent space of finite type, that is the homotopy groups x,X, 
n 2 1, are finite/y generated, then X is cf. 
Proof. To prove (a), recall that for any IV (not necessarily a _/Tnite CW-complex), 
there is a bijection 
the inverse limit being taken over the category whose objects are maps @:X-Z 
with 2 totally finite and whose morphisms are homotopy-commutative d agrams 
z 
1 
2’ 
Thus, if cc, /?E [ W, 21, a #j3, there xists eO :X+ ZO with ZO totally finite such that 
oeO f &,, where a@,,, &,O E [ W, ZO] are the projections of cu, /3. The evident natural 
transformation of functors 
y-9 Zl*[-, &I 
gives rise to a map f : &Z. and clearly f*a = a#*, f& =&, thereby estalrlishing 
(a) in case P= all primes. The general case is handled similarly. 
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To prove (b), we invoke the ‘Hasse principle’ [lo; Theorem 3.2 and p. 531 (or 
‘fracture lemma’ [l; pp* 1920194]), according to which the profinite completion 
map c: X+x is an IF-monomorphism. Since, by (a), 2 is rf, (b) follows on appeal- 
ing to Proposition 1
Addendum to Theo 1. If X is nilputen? of finite type, then, for uny nonempty 
family of primes P, ere exists un F-monomorphism m : X + Y x Y’ with Y, tesp. 
Y’, a Cartesian product of totally finite spaces, each of which is nilpotent and 
P-torsion, resp. P-torsion. (Compare Definition 1’. A space is said to be P-torsion 
if its homotopy groups are P-torsion groups. Also P’ denotes the family of all 
primes not in P.) Futihet, m ‘extends ’ uniquely to a map M: &+ Y, which ik a 
monomorphism. 
Proof. The first statement follows from [lo; p. 531, the second from [ 10; Corollary 
to Theorem 3.11. 
Theorem 1 suggests he following question. 
Question 3. If X is a nilpotent space of finite type and P is a nonempty family of 
primes, is then the P-localization Xp rf? 
Notice that if P= 0, then Xp, the rationalization. of X, is not rf (or wrf) unless, 
of course, it is contractible. This follows from Corollary 1. 
We next urn to a connection between (w)rf spaces and Hopfian spaces ([3), [7]). 
In order to state our main theorem in this direction, we need to introduce certain 
finiteness conditions which come into play. 
(i) We say that X satisfies (Fl) if the homotopy groups w,X, nr2, are either 
finitely generated (Hft in the terminology of [3]) or the P-profinite completions of
finitely generated abelian groups, P being a nonernpty family of primes. 
(ii) We say that X satisfies (F2) if the set [X, 2) is finite for any totally finite 2. 
(ii’) We say that X satisfies (F2’) if the condition (ii) is met for any totally finite, 
nilpotent 2. 
The following proposition iseasily established <with e aid of obstruction theory. 
ositioa 3. (a) If X is geometrically of finite-j%zite type, that is the homotopy 
groups REX, n 2 2, are finitely generated and X has the homotopy type of a CW- 
complex with finite skeleta (in particular, nl X is finitely presented), then X 
satjsfies @l) and (e;lz). 
(b) If X is algebraical& offinite-finite type, that is the homotopy groups R,X, 
n 2 1, and the integral homology groups HnX, n r 1, are finitely generated, then X 
satisfies (Fl) and (F2’). 
We now state our homotopy-theoretic an al’cev [5; p. 4153. 
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2. If X is a weakly residually finit,? space which satisfies (Fl) and (F2), then 
X is a HopBan object of H. The same conclusion holds if (F2) is replaced by (F2’) 
provided there is a weak If-monamorphism X -+ Y as in Definition 1’ with each fac- 
tor of Y nilpotent. 
The proof is given in Section 2. 
Corollary 2. The following classes of spaces consist of Hopjkn objects of 2 
(a) Wrf spaces of geometrically finite-finite type. 
(b) Mlpotent spaces of finite type. 
(c) P-profinite completions of nilpotent spaces of finite type. 
(d) Finite spaces. 
The proof for (a) is clear in view of Proposition 3(a).. For (b) and (c), we use the 
fact [2; Theorem 11.2.16, p. 691 that nilpotent spaces of finite type are algebraically 
of finite-finite type, together with Proposition 3(b), the Addendum to Theorem 1 
and [MI; the P-profinite analog of Theorem 3.l(ii)]. For (d) we need to observe that 
finite spactis atisfy (F2). This is shown in Section 3, which, :more generally, treats 
spaces haqiang finite fundamenal group. 
Note that Corollary 2(b) coincides with [3; Corollary 41. However, [7; Corollary 
1. l] is not subsumed by Theorem 2. In fact, any noncontractible, rational nilpotent 
space whose integral homology groups H,X, n >, 1, are finitely generated Q- 
modules (for instance K(Q, n), n 2 1) is Hopfian but not wrf. 
Finally, we come to a homotopy-theoretic analog of a thelorem of G. Saumslag 
[5; p. 4141. 
Theorem 3. If X is a finite C W-complex which is residually finite, then Aut(X), the 
group of (pointed) homotopy classes of se&Lhomotopy equivalences of X,$ is a 
residually finite group. 
The proof is given in Section 2. 
At this point, I would like to record my indebtedness to G. Baumslag for some 
very helpful discussions during the initial stage of this work. 
2. 
The proofs of both Theorems 2 and 3 depend on a key lemma, formulated below, 
on the existence of what we call distinguished maps. To explain, we consider spaces 
X, Yo such that [X, Yo] is finite and enumerate the elements of IX, YO] as 
(fi, . . . , fr}. NOW let 
r factors 
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and let f: X+ Y be the map whose jth component is 4, 1 s j SF. (Here, and 
subsequently, we sometimes ‘confuse’ a map with its homotopy class.) There is a 
natural action of the symmetric group yZ on Y given by permuting coordinates and 
we may regard Y; as a submonoid of s(Y), the monoid of (pointed) self- 
homotopy equivalences of Y. 
Lemma 1. Ffw any epimorphism e :X+X (in x), there is a unique 0 E Yr 5 34 Y) 
making the diagram 
e 
x-x 
(2-l) 
Y-Y 
0 
homotopy-commutatP+e. T4e aignment e- 0 induces a map @ : Epi(X)+ 9r 5 
Z(Y) from the monoid of self-epimorphisms of X to Yr which is a monoid 
homomorphism (not merely up to homotopy). 
Proof. As e is an epimorphism, the induced map et: [X, YO]+[X, Ye] is a 
monomorphism. Moreover, as [X, Ye] is finite, es is a bijection. Thus, for each 
jE{l,..., r}, there is a unique o~E{~,..., r} such that 4 oe =fb/. The assignment 
jw oi gives an element 0E yr which plainly makes (2.1) homotopy-commutative. 
The assertion about @ is evide*lt. 
The map f : X + Y just described issaid to be distinguished byanalogy with the 
concept of distinguished subgroup [5; p. 1141. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We must show that any epimorphism e: X+X is a homotopy 
equivalence and begin by showing that e is a weak IF-monomorphism. 
Thus, let W be a finite CW-complex and CYE [W, X], cr#O. As X is wrf, there 
exists a totally finite space Z0 and a map fO : X*2, such that (fo)+a#O. NOW 
either X satisfies (F42) or Z0 may be chosen ilpotent and X satisfies (F2’); in any 
event, the set [X, &] is finite and we may apply Lemma 1 to obtain a (totally finite) 
space Z (nilpotent if Z0 is nilpotent) and a distinguished map f : X+2. Since one 
of the components of f is fo, it is plain that f*a #O. Appeal to diagram (2.1) (with 
2 in place of Y) shows that e*a#O, that is e is a weak IF-monomorphism. 
We wish next to invoke [3; Theorem 71, a special case of which asserts that any 
self-monomorphism m : X*X with X Wft (see Section 1, (i) - the definition of (Fl)) 
inducing an isomorphism m * : ztX% nr X is a homotopy equivalence. Close 
examination of the proof of [3; Theorem 71, carried out below, reb fs II.V things: 
first, the condition that m be a monomorphism ay be relaxed - it suffices tnlat m 
be a weak IF-monomorphism; second, the condition that the homotopy groups 
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n, X, n 2 2, be finitely generated may also be relaxed - it suffices that the x,X, 
n 22, be either finitely generated or P-profinite completions of finitely generated 
abelian groups for some nonempty family of primes P. Now our map e : X-+X in- 
duces an isomorphism e + : A~XSQX (e+: qX_nrX since e is a weak ff-mono- 
morphism and e* : nl X *xl X since e is an epimorphism [3; Proposition 1 I). 
Hence, in view of the observations above, [3; Theorem 71 may be applied to e to 
yield the desired result. 
It remains then to refine the argument in [3; Theorem 71 in order to accommodate 
the relaxed assumptions. What we need to know first is that the map m : X-+X 
induces weak monomorphisms 
rn*: n,(X, Z/r$&JX, Z/r), nr2, f >O, (2.2) 
n,(X, Z/r) denoting [V-r U, en, X]. (The ‘w’, indicating weak monomorphism, 
may be removed if nr3 but q(X; Z/r) need not admit a group structure.) For this 
it plainly sufffices that m be a weak IF-monomorphism. We then wish to conclude 
from (2.2) that mrc : ~r,Xr~r,x. From (2.2) and the appropriate Universal Co- 
efficient Th :orem, we immediately infer 
13; Theorem 71 handles the case where 7c,,X is finitely generated, so we concentrate 
attention on the case where H,X is the P-profinite completion of a finitely 
generated abelian group, P a nonempty family of primes. To simplify notation, 
write A = n,X and p = me; further, write A = 8p with B finitely generated abelian. 
Now & factors as a Cartesian product 2 &!& and p respects this factorization, 
so we may as well assume P is a singleton set {p}. Identifying A@‘/$ with 
A/p’A, ir 1, we find from (2.3), 
~81 :A/p’AHA/p’A, id, 
and hence, since A /piA E B/p’B is finite 
~81: A/p’ArA/p’A, irl. (2.4) 
Consider the commutative diagram 
J$, = l@ A/p’A -+ lim A/p’A =ap 
h 
with C~ denoting pprofinite completion. By (2.4), ,i$ is an isomorphism and since 
A is p-complete, cp is an isomorpbism. It follows that ,u : A,z A and the proof of 
Theorem 2 is completed. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let 6~ Aut(X) be different from the identity element z. We 
must find a finite group I’ and a homomorphism # : Aut(X)+r such that @0+ 1. 
Viewing 8 and I as elements of [X, x] and using the assumptions on X, we find a 
ace Z0 and a map fo: X+2, such that (fO)&#(fo)*r. As [X, ZO] is 
clearly finite (compare Proposition 3(a)), Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of a 
homotopy-commutative diagram 
8 x-x 
with cx Y,- E #‘(Z) for some ~0 and f*6#f*z; thus a#!. Now the monoid 
homomorphism @ :Epi(X)-+ yT of Lemma 1 restricted to flX) 5: Epi(X) induces a
group homomorphism @ : But(X)* Y”,, and the above discussion shows that 
#O = Q b: II, thereby concluding the proof of Theorem 3. 
3. 
Throughout this section, X is assumed to be Hft. The following proposition, 
which allows us to complete the proof of Corollary 2(d), is probably well known, 
but we include a proof for the sake of completeness. 
Proposition 4. If the Hft space X has a finite fundamental group n, and if 2 is 
totally finite, then [X, Z] is finite. 
Proof. It suffices, by obstruction theory, to establish the finiteness of the 
cohomology sets H”(X; 1t,2), nz 1; N’(X, nl 2) is understood to mean the set 
Horn@, ni Z) while the cohomology groups H”(X; qJ), n 22, are understood to 
be taken with twisted coefficients. 
The finiteness of om(n, IQ 2) is obvious. For nzz 2, consider the fibration 
with 2 the universal cover of X. Writing r= n,Z, there is an associated Serre 
spectral sequence (with twisted coefficients; ee 19; 021) with 
fp =H ‘(a; H’@=; I-)), r,szO. 
Since x is I-conneall:d, the cohomology groups H’(x; l”), sr0, are with constant 
coefficients; moreou r3r, since X @id hence also 2) is Hft, the integral homology 
groups of x are Mtely generate& It follows then from the Universal Coefficient 
Theorem and the finiteness of 7 that H’(x; r) is finite, ~20. Appealing to a 
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classical result on the cohomology of finite groups, we infer that Eils is finite, 
r, 8~0. Passing through the spectral sequence, we conclude finally that Eks, and 
therefor? also H”‘“(X, r) is finite, r, sz 0. 
The type of space considered in Proposition 4 is interesting in connection with 
Question 2 (Section 1). Indeed, the universal cover X of such a space X is wrf by 
Theorem l(b) so a positive reply to Question 2 would imply that X itself is wrf. 
There is a possible attack on Question 2, which we would like to outline, at least 
in case X has finite skeleta. It should be emphasized, though, that the line of argu- 
ment presented falls far short of providing aproof of an affirmative answer to the 
question. 
To begin, we may assume g : x+X is a regular covering map. (For certainly there 
is a finite-sheeted covering map &, -+X such that the composite & *x.g.X is a 
regular covering map. The weak residual finiteness of j3 implies that of JyO; see the 
paragraph preceding Question 2.) We then have a fibration 
A+-+ Xk’ K(*, I), (3.1) 
where now n = ni X/g,@. If w is a finite <‘W-complex and O# ar E [ 1V; X], there 
are two possibilities. If k*a +O, there is nothing more to do. If k*a = 0, then Q! lifts 
to a (unique) di E [ W, x]. Since X is wrf, there is a totally finite space s’ and a map 
1: X-+2 such that &&#O. Furthermore, since X (and hence also x) has finite 
skeleta, Proposition 3(a) in conjunction with Lemma 1 insures that $ may be taken 
to be a distinguished map. 
Now the fibration (3.1) is classified, up to (pointed) fiber homotopy type, by a 
monoid homomorphism K : z -W’@‘). Composing K with the monoid homomor- 
phism 68 : &(_~)-+9, c X@) provided by Lemma i! yields a monoid homomor- 
phism K’ : n%@(2) which, in turn9 gives rise to a fibration 
(3.2) 
unique up to (pointed) fiber homotopy type. (To be precise, it is necessary todeviate 
from our earlier dictum and interpret 8(x) and x(z) as the space of free (un- 
pointed) homotopy equivalences. Lemma 1 certainly has a valid free analogue.) 
All that is missing is a map f making the diagram 
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homotopy-commutative. If it were known that for all he .X’(X), the homotopy- 
commutative diagram 
(3.3) 
of Lemma 1 were strictly commutative, then there would actually be a morphism ,
of the fibration (3.1) to the fibration (3.2), mapping K(lr, 1) identically. Unfor- 
tunately, it appears that: there are obstructions tomaking (3.3) strictly commutative 
for all h~3@Z). 
An additional shred of evidence in favor of an affirmative answer to Question 2
is provided by a study of a fami!iar family of Kft spaces with finite fundamental 
group, namely the real projective spaces IRP”, a~ 1. 
If n is odd, then JRP” is nilpotent [2; II (2.19), p. 7 l), so the residual finiteness 
of IRP” in this case results from Theorem l(b). If n is even, however, f8P” is not 
nilpotent 12; Lemma 11.2.18, p. 701. We are unable to es tablish the weak residual 
finiteness of lRP” in this case but we do have the following 
Proposition 5. The red projective space RPn, n z 1, is a Hopfian object of X 
Proof. For n odd, this follows at once from Corollary 2(b). 
For n even, we base ourselves on the work of Qlum [6]. Thus, let e : IRP 4RP” 
be an epimorphism. By [3; Proposition 11, e+: nl(lRP”)~nl(RP”), hence 
erlr : zl(RP)z q(lRPn). Consider the cohomology group H”(lRP”; Z’)aZ, where 
Z? denotes the integers twisted by the Z/2-action 1~ 4, 1~ HY According to 16; 851, 
there is a l-1 correspondence from the subset [IRP”, lRP”]i 5; [IRP”, RP”] consisting 
of those Q, for which @+ : q(lRP)e q(lRP”) to the set of all odd integers given by 
associating to @ the ‘twisted egree’ of @* : Hn(RPn; Z’)-+H”(lRP”; at). 
Write d for the twisted egree of e (or e*) and form the 2-stage Postnikov system 
K(Z/d,n)-+F+K(Z/2,1) 
associated to the k/2-action I- -I, IE E/d. If (Z/d)’ denotes the integers mod d 
twisted by this action, then any element of H”(lF?P”; (h/d)‘)zH/d is ‘represented’ 
by a map IRP” +F ‘over K(Z/2,1)‘; see 18; Theorem 3.61. Let Jg : IRP” +F repre- 
sent any two elements of H”(lRP”; (B/d)‘). It is easy to see that, viewed as elements 
of [RP’: F], 
f oe=goe. 
As e is an epimorp’mzn &u9r , this can only occur if f =g, that is if d = 21. 
is a homotopy equivalence r nd we have succeeded in proving that IRP” is Kopfian. 
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In this section, we supply the proofs for two assertions made in Section 1, the 
common feature of these assertions being that their proofs both depend on the 
behavior of certain Ext groups. 
Proof of Proposition 1. For a finite CW-complex W and elements 
OS, fl E [ W, K(G, st)], a +j?, we seek a finite group r. abelian if n z 2, and a homomor- 
phism @ : G +r such that the induced map 
carries cu, ;B into distinct elements. (Thus, for n ~2, K(G, n) is rf in a strong sense; 
see the discussion following Definition l’.) 
If n = 1, we simply identify [ w,K(G, l)] with Hom(q W, G) and use the residual 
finiteness of G in an evident fashion to produce r and # : G hr. 
If n> 1, we identify [ w,K(G, n)] with H”( W; G) and consider the Universal 
Coefficient Theorem 
If ea # @3, we argue as in the case n = 1. If &a=@, we write a-/3=&, ($0, and at- 
tempt o find suitable r and @ : G -+rso that the induced map &, : Ext(H, _ I W, G)+ 
Ext(& _ 1 W, I’J carries Lj to a non-0 element. At this point, we no longer require the 
residuuljkiteness of G. In view of the finite generation of H, _ 1 W and elementary 
facts about Ext, we may clearly reduce to the case Hn_ 1 W&T/r, r> 1. Then 
Ext(H,_ l W, G)s G/rG; as a group of bounded orcter, the latter is, by standard 
abelian group theory, a direct sum of cyclic groups, each of order dividing r. View- 
ing { as an element of G/rG, we thus clearly have a homomorphism v/ :G/rG *r, 
with r cyclic of order dividing r, such that ry{ #to. If @ is the composite G+ 
G/rGArof thecanonical map with ly, then @* : Ext(H,_ 1 W, G)-+Ext(H,,__ 1 W,r) 
may be identified with w, thus establishing our contention. 
We next prove a result which shows that if W, in Definition 1, is only required 
to be finite-dimensional, such simple spaces as K(Z, n) and S”, n 2 2, would fail to 
be wrf. 
Proposition 4. Let W be the Moore space M(Q, n - 1), n L 2, and let X be an (n - l)- 
connected space with 7c,X= Z. Then [W, X] is uncountable but, for any finite 
space F, [ W, F] consists only of the trivial element. 
. The first part follows from the isomorphisms 
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For the second part, consider the fibration 
with p the universal cover of F. Now [ W,K(q F, l)] = Horn@ W, q F) = 0, since 
q W is divisible and q F is finite. Thus [ W, F] = [ W,P]. To see that the latter set 
consists only of the trivial element, it suffices, by obstruction theory, to show that 
the groups H”( W; n,E), m12, vanish. But this follows from the Universal Coef- 
ficient Theorem since Hom(H, W, zrnP) = 0 (W, W is divisible and z,P is finite) 
and Ext(H,_ 1 W, z,,P) =0 (Hm_ 1 W is torsion-free and n,P is finite). 
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